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PREFACE

Dealing with essentially the same subject-matter as its
precursor, Revelationary Afterthoughts (2003), this

further work of aphoristic philosophy, in what turned out
to be an unprecedented productive year for me in this

particular genre, is even more exactingly insightful in its
understanding of the differences between the ‘eternal’

freedoms that rule or lead and the temporal bindings that
submit, in worldly fashion, to the alternative

dispensations so antithetically ranged above them,
whether in contemporary or traditional guise.

Here there is no question but that the worldly division
between what has been called 'the meek' and 'the just’ is

symptomatic of two entirely different and largely
independent axial orientations, an ascending axis of
church-hegemonic criteria and a descending axis of

state-hegemonic criteria, and that the salvation of those
who meekly appertain to the former is crucial to the

undermining if not, eventually, complete invalidation of
the latter.

That said, salvation, for it to work, must be conceived on
higher and more radically righteous terms than has ever

before characterized the diagonally-ascending axis if
‘the meek’, as defined in the ensuing text, are to be more
lastingly and efficaciously delivered by 'the Righteous'
(the capital letter is apposite) not on ly from their own

worldly limitations, but from the sorts of netherworldly
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predations to which, via those limitations, they are
perforce subjected by ‘the Vain’ (again the capital letter
is apposite), or those who rule ‘the just’ to their mutual

exploitative and fundamentally immoral advantage.

As in all of my previous books, there is both further
logical progress and, in the achievement of such

progress, the necessary correction, from time to time, of
previous contentions. In that respect, this book is no

exception, all the more gratifyingly so in that what it has
progressed to is nothing short of an unequivocal

endorsement of a truth that dares to speak its name
because it is genuinely universal and capable of

resolving, once and for all, the dilemma of worldly
division.

John O’Loughlin, London 2004 (Revised 2022)
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001 – 025

001. Jesus is reported to have said: 'Blessed are the 
meek'.  But the meek, conceived in relation to the 
weak and ignorant at the foot of the diagonally 
rising axis that culminates in some degree of beauty
and truth, are really anti-blessed; for they exist in a 
negative relationship to the metaphysically and 
anti-metachemically elect, whom we may call, 
without equivocation, the blessed.

002. For just as I maintained, in my previous text, a 
distinction between the anti-peace sinful and 
pseudo-evil within phenomenal sensuality and the 
pro-peace graceful and pseudo-good within 
noumenal sensibility, salvation being conceived as 
deliverance, if as a rule temporary and intermittent, 
from the one to the other, so we may distinguish, on
a like basis, between the anti-blessed and the pro-
blessed, conceiving of the former in relation to 
bound psyche and the latter in relation to free 
psyche, whether, according with gender, on primary
or secondary terms.

003. For we have established, beyond any question of a 
doubt, that the diagonally rising axis from 
phenomenal sensuality to noumenal sensibility, 
from sin and pseudo-evil to grace and pseudo-good,
only exists because of the anti-physical subversion 
of the nominal chemical hegemony of feminine 
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females over anti-masculine males at the behest of 
the metaphysical hegemony of divine males over 
their anti-diabolic female counterparts in anti-
metachemistry, so that while the lower-class 
context of phenomenal sensuality bears witness to 
the conditioning of males towards free soma and 
bound psyche in response to the female hegemony 
(females being by definition creatures for whom 
soma both precedes and predominates over 
psyche), the emphasis on psyche at the expense of 
soma paradoxically follows from the overall 
hegemonic influence of divine males in 
metaphysics on their lower-class male counterparts,
who are able to subvert the feminine female 
position accordingly, thereby ensuring that not free 
soma but bound psyche becomes the principal 
characteristic of phenomenal sensuality, as in 
respect of sin for the anti-physical context and of 
pseudo-evil for the chemical context.  

004. For the male gender actuality of psyche both 
preceding and predominating over soma ensures 
that a psychic emphasis in phenomenal sensuality 
will follow from the free existence, in noumenal 
sensibility, specifically with regard to metaphysics, 
of psyche in consequence of a divine male 
hegemony over the anti-diabolic female context of 
anti-metachemistry.

005. Therefore a bound-psychic precondition, in both sin
and pseudo-evil, of graceful and pseudo-good free 
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psyche is demonstrably germane to a church-
hegemonic context in which metaphysics is free to 
condition the anti-physical subversion of chemistry 
at anti-metachemistry's expense, and the result, 
logically enough, is a distinction, according with  
gender, between two types of peace, blessedness, 
morality, righteousness, which can be defined in 
terms of anti-peace vis-à-vis pro-peace, anti-
blessedness vis-à-vis pro-blessedness, negative, or 
vicious, morality vis-à-vis positive, or virtuous, 
morality, and so on, in this distinction between 
bound psyche and free psyche, anti-self and pro-
self, which distinguishes the phenomenally sensual 
sinful and pseudo-evil from the noumenally 
sensible graceful and pseudo-good.

006. Therefore although anti-masculine ignorance and 
feminine weakness are not exactly blessed, any 
more, in truth, than are the meek, they are far from 
cursed, being, to all intents and purposes, anti-
blessed, since given, in the bound psyche of anti-
self, to sin and pseudo-crime, coupled, in 
subordinate free soma, to folly and pseudo-evil, this
latter actually having to do with weakness rather 
than, in bound psyche, with a weak approach to 
ignorance, which would be the chemical, or 
secondary, mode of bound psyche as opposed to its 
anti-physical, or primary, counterpart.

007. Be that as it may, the psychic emphasis of a church-
hegemonic society has less to do with cursedness 
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than with contrary approaches to blessedness, the 
exact opposite of the somatic emphasis which tends
to characterize state-hegemonic societies, and 
which follows from an overall female domination 
of society upon what, in previous texts, has been 
described as a diagonally descending axis, 
descending, that is, from noumenal sensuality to 
phenomenal sensibility, as from evil and pseudo-
folly to good and pseudo-wisdom.

008. For just as in an earlier text I have previously 
insisted upon a distinction between the pro-war evil
and pseudo-foolish within noumenal sensuality and 
the anti-war good and pseudo-wise within 
phenomenal sensibility, damnation being conceived
as a descent, whether temporary and intermittent or 
otherwise, from the one context to the other, so we 
may distinguish, on a like basis, between the pro-
cursed and the anti-cursed, conceiving of the 
former in relation to free soma and the latter in  
relation to bound soma, whether, according with 
gender, on primary or secondary terms.

009. For we have established, beyond any question of a 
doubt, that the diagonally falling axis from 
noumenal sensuality to phenomenal sensibility, 
from evil and pseudo-folly to good and pseudo-
wisdom, only exists because of the anti-chemical 
subversion of the nominal physical hegemony of 
masculine males over anti-feminine females at the 
behest of the metachemical hegemony of diabolic 
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females over their anti-divine  male counterparts in 
anti-metaphysics, so that while the lower-class 
context of phenomenal sensibility bears witness to 
the conditioning of females towards free psyche 
and bound soma in response to the male hegemony 
(males being by definition creatures for whom 
psyche both precedes and predominates over 
soma), the emphasis on soma at the expense of 
psyche paradoxically follows from the overall 
hegemonic influence of diabolic females in 
metachemistry on their lower-class female 
counterparts, who are able to subvert the masculine 
male position accordingly, thereby ensuring that not
free psyche but bound soma becomes the principal 
characteristic of phenomenal sensibility, as in 
respect of goodness (somatic modesty, or binding) 
for the anti-chemical context and of pseudo-
wisdom for the physical context.  

010. For the female gender actuality of soma both 
preceding and predominating over psyche ensures 
that a somatic emphasis in phenomenal sensibility 
will follow from the free existence, in noumenal 
sensuality, specifically with regard to 
metachemistry, of soma in consequence of a 
diabolic female hegemony over the anti-divine 
male context of anti-metaphysics.

011. Therefore a free-somatic precondition, in both evil 
and pseudo-folly, of good and pseudo-wise bound 
soma is demonstrably germane to a state-
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hegemonic context in which metachemistry is free 
to condition the anti-chemical subversion of 
physics at the expense of anti-metaphysics, and the 
result, logically enough, is a distinction, according 
to gender, between two types of war, cursedness, 
immorality, unrighteousness, which can be defined 
in terms of pro-war vis-à-vis anti-war, pro-
cursedness vis-à-vis anti-cursedness, positive, or 
vicious, immorality vis-à-vis negative, or virtuous, 
immorality, and so on, in this distinction between 
free soma and bound soma, pro-Not Self and anti-
Not Self, which distinguishes the noumenally 
sensual evil and pseudo-foolish from the 
phenomenally sensible good and pseudo-wise.

012. Therefore although anti-feminine strength and 
masculine knowledge are not exactly cursed, any 
more, in truth, than are the just, they are far from 
blessed, being, to all intents and purposes, anti-
cursed, since given, in the bound soma of anti-not 
self, to punishment and pseudo-wisdom, coupled, 
in subordinate free psyche, to goodness and 
pseudo-grace, this latter actually having to do with 
knowledge rather than, in bound soma, with a 
knowledgeable approach to strength, which would 
be the physical, or secondary, mode of bound soma 
as opposed to its anti-chemical, or primary, 
counterpart.

013. Nothing could be more dissimilar, therefore, than 
the blessedness, both 'anti' and 'pro', of the 
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diagonally rising axis of church-hegemonic criteria 
and the cursedness, both 'pro' and 'anti', of the 
diagonally falling axis of state-hegemonic criteria, 
the former axis progressively ascending, under an 
upper-class male lead, from the sin and pseudo-evil 
of phenomenal sensuality to the grace and pseudo-
goodness of noumenal sensibility, the latter axis 
regressively descending, under an upper-class 
female rule, from the crime and pseudo-folly of 
noumenal sensuality to the punishment and pseudo-
wisdom of phenomenal sensibility.

014. Just as the ascending axis offers salvation from 
vicious morality to virtuous morality, the anti-
blessedness of bound psyche to the pro-blessedness
of free psyche, as from the ordeal, from a male 
standpoint, of the one to the ideal, likewise, of the 
other, so the descending axis suffers only 
damnation from vicious immorality to virtuous 
immorality, the pro-cursedness of free soma to the 
anti-cursedness of bound soma, as from the ideal, 
from a female standpoint, of the one to the ordeal, 
likewise, of the other.

015. Life, whatever one may say or believe about it, has 
to be qualified in relation to gender; for the one 
gender only prevails at the other gender's expense, 
and criteria applicable to the prevailing gender are 
demonstrably not applicable to the subordinate 
gender, even though an apparent or seeming 
complementarity between the two genders can be – 
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and more usually is – established in the interests of 
societal stability, whether on the basis of somatic 
freedom where civilization is at its worst or, 
conversely, on the basis of psychic freedom where 
civilization is at its best and therefore less a matter 
of barbarity and pseudo-philistinism vis-à-vis 
civility and pseudo-culture on the descending axis 
than of philistinism and pseudo-barbarity vis-à-vis 
culture and pseudo-civility on the ascending one, 
the axis in which not female primacy but male 
suprem-acy obtains in relation, not least, to church-
hegemonic criteria.

016. Let us examine these two axes in greater detail, 
bearing in mind that we do not simply have an 
ascent from, say, the earth to Heaven in the one 
case and a descent, by contrast, from Hell to 
purgatory in the other, as might at first seem to be 
the case, but, rather, an ascent from what may be 
called anti-earth and purgatory to Heaven and Anti-
Hell on the ascending axis and a descent from Hell 
and Anti-Heaven to anti-purgatory and earth on the 
descending axis, which could also be described, 
more in relation to ego and will than to spirit and 
soul, as an ascent from anti-man and woman to God
and the Anti-Devil on the ascending axis and a 
descent from the Devil and Anti-God to anti-
woman and man on the descending axis, the axis 
not of church-hegemonic but of state-hegemonic 
criteria.
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017. Therefore anti-physics and chemistry are as much a
precondition of metaphysics and anti-
metachemistry on the righteous axis of church-
hegemonic criteria, the axis upon which things rise 
from bound to free psyche, as metachemistry and 
anti-metaphysics are a precondition of anti-
chemistry and physics on the unrighteous axis of 
state-hegemonic criteria, the axis upon which 
things fall from free to bound soma.  

018. And, as the reader may have divined by now, that 
which diagonally rises does so from anti-self to 
pro-self, anti-peace to pro-peace, anti-blessedness 
to pro-blessedness, anti-light to pro-light, anti-right 
to pro-right, as from the vicious morality of sin and 
pseudo-evil to the virtuous morality of grace and 
pseudo-goodness, whereas that which diagonally 
falls does so from pro-not self to anti-not self, pro-
war to anti-war, pro-cursedness to anti-cursedness, 
pro-darkness to anti-darkness, pro-wrong to anti-
wrong, as from vicious immorality to virtuous 
immorality.

019. In the past I have described these contrary fates as 
attesting to either a progression or a regression, 
according to axis, from conservatism to radicalism, 
as though one progressed, on the ascending axis, 
from psychic conservatism to psychic radicalism, 
bound psyche to free psyche, and regressed, on the 
descending axis, from somatic conservatism to 
somatic radicalism, free soma to bound soma, and 
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whilst I am still confident that the description of the
former fate is profoundly correct, I have to question
my presumption of correctness in respect of the 
latter, where it now seems to me that a descent from
free soma to bound soma would be more in the 
order of a regression from somatic radicalism to 
somatic conservatism, so that, far from the sensual 
positions being conservative and the sensible ones 
radical, it can be maintained that freedom is always 
radical and binding conservative, and that the 
progression from psychic conservatism to psychic 
radicalism on the ascending axis has to be 
juxtaposed with a regression from somatic 
radicalism to somatic conservatism on the
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